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Quantum coherence, present whenever a quantum system exists in a superposition of multiple classically
distinct states, marks one of the fundamental departures from classical physics. Quantum coherence has
recently been investigated rigorouslywithin a resource-theoretic formalism.However, the finer-grainednotion
of multilevel coherence, which explicitly takes into account the number of superposed classical states, has
remained relatively unexplored. A comprehensive analysis of multilevel coherence, which acts as the single-
party analogue to multipartite entanglement, is essential for understanding natural quantum processes as well
as for gauging the performance of quantum technologies. Here, we develop the theoretical and experimental
groundwork for characterizing and quantifying multilevel coherence.We prove that nontrivial levels of purity
are required for multilevel coherence, as there is a ball of states around the maximally mixed state that do not
exhibit multilevel coherence in any basis.We provide a simple, necessary, and sufficient analytical criterion to
verify the presence of multilevel coherence, which leads to a complete classification of multilevel coherence
for three-level systems. We present the robustness of multilevel coherence, a bona fide quantifier, which we
show to be numerically computable via semidefinite programming and experimentally accessible via
multilevel coherence witnesses, which we introduce and characterize. We further verify and lower bound the
robustness of multilevel coherence by performing a semi-device-independent phase discrimination task,
which is implemented experimentally with four-level quantum probes in a photonic setup. Our results
contribute to understanding the operational relevance of genuine multilevel coherence, also by demonstrating
the key role it plays in enhanced phase discrimination—a primitive for quantum communication and
metrology—and suggest new ways to reliably and effectively test the quantum behavior of physical systems.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevX.8.041007 Subject Areas: Photonics, Quantum Physics,
Quantum Information
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum coherence manifests whenever a quantum
system is in a superposition of classically distinct states,
such as different energy levels or spin directions. Formally, a
quantum state displays coherence (For brevity, we will omit
the qualifier “quantum” in the following.) whenever it is
described by a density matrix that is not diagonal with
respect to the relevant orthogonal basis of classical states [1].
In this sense, coherence underpins virtually all quantum
phenomena, yet it has only recently been characterized
formally [2–4]. Coherence is now recognized as a fully
fledged resource and studied in the general framework of
quantum resource theories [1,5–7]. This has led to a
menagerie of possible ways to quantify coherence in a
quantum system [1,3,8–18], along with an intense analysis
of how coherence plays a role in fundamental physics,
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e.g., in quantum thermodynamics [19,20], and in operational
tasks relevant to quantum technologies, including quantum
algorithms and quantum metrology [8,9,16,18,21–24].
Despite a great deal of recent progress, however, the
majority of current literature focuses on a rather coarse-
grained description of coherence, which is ultimately
insufficient to reach a complete understanding of the
fundamental role of quantum superposition in the afore-
mentioned tasks. To overcome such limitations, one needs
to take into consideration the number of classical states in
coherent superposition—contrasted with the simpler ques-
tion of whether any nontrivial superposition exists—which
gives rise to the concept of multilevel quantum coherence
[25–27]. Similarly to the existence of different degrees of
entanglement in multipartite systems, going well beyond
the mere presence or absence of entanglement and corre-
sponding to different capabilities in quantum technologies
[28,29], one can then identify and study a rich structure for
multilevel coherence. Deciphering this structure can yield a
tangible impact on many areas of physics, such as con-
densed matter, statistical mechanics, and transfer phenom-
ena in many-body systems [25,30–32]. For example, for
understanding the role of coherence in the function of
complex biological molecules, such as those found in light
harvesting, it will be crucial to differentiate between
pairwise coherence among the various sites in the molecule
and genuine multilevel coherence across many sites
[32–35]. In quantum computation, large superpositions
of computational basis states need to be generated, and
effective benchmarking of such devices requires proper
tools to certify and quantify multilevel coherence.
Recent works have presented initial approaches to
measuring the amount of multilevel coherence [36], as
well as schemes to convert it into bipartite and genuine
multipartite entanglement, enabling the fruitful use of
entanglement theory tools to study coherence itself
[27,37,38]. Nonetheless, an all-inclusive systematic frame-
work for the characterization, certification, and quantifica-
tion of multilevel coherence is still lacking.
Here, we construct and present such a theoretical
framework for multilevel coherence and apply it to the
experimental verification and quantification of multilevel
coherence in a quantum optical setting. We begin by
developing a resource theory of multilevel coherence, in
particular, providing a new characterization of the sets of
multilevel coherence-free states [see Fig. 1(a)] and free
operations, rigorously unfolding the hierarchy of multilevel
coherence. We present analytical criteria for multilevel
coherence, which lead to a complete classification of
multilevel coherence for three-level systems and which
establish lower bounds on the purity required to exhibit
multilevel coherence. We then formalize the robustness of
multilevel coherence and show that it is an efficiently
computable measure, which is experimentally accessible
through multilevel coherence witnesses. Using photonic
four-dimensional systems, we demonstrate how to quantify,
witness, and bound multilevel coherence experimentally.
We prove that multilevel coherence, quantified by our
robustness measure, has a natural operational interpretation
as a fundamental resource for quantum phase discrimina-
tion [8,9], a cornerstone task for quantum metrology and
communication technologies [39,40]. In turn, we show how
to exploit this task to experimentally lower bound the
robustness of multilevel coherence of an unknown quantum
state in a semi-device-independent manner.
Our results yield a significant step forward in the
theoretical and experimental quest for the full characteri-
zation of (multilevel) coherence as a core feature of quantum
systems, and they provide a practically useful toolbox for the
performance assessment of upcoming quantum technolo-
gies exploiting multilevel coherence as a resource.
(a) (b)
FIG. 1. Hierarchy of multilevel coherence. (a) The set of states
DðHÞ (outer circle) of a d-dimensional quantum system, which
can be structured according to coherence number into the convex
sets Ck (orange shading) with C1 ⊂ C2 ⊂… ⊂ Cd ¼ DðHÞ.
Note that a different choice of classical basis leads to a different
hierarchy of sets C0k (green shading). However, as shown in the
Supplemental Material [41], irrespective of the classical basis,
there is a finite volume ball within C2 (blue inner circle). This
implies that, while almost all states exhibit some form of
coherence, achieving genuine multilevel coherence is instead
nontrivial and requires the state to be sufficiently far from the
maximally mixed state. (b) Real part of the density matrix of
two example three-dimensional quantum states with equal
off-diagonal elements yet different multilevel-coherence pro-
perties. The upper state is a mixture of two level-coherent
states of the form 1
3
ðjψ0;1ihψ0;1j þ jψ0;2ihψ0;2j þ jψ1;2ihψ1;2jÞ,
where jψ i;ji ¼ 1ﬃﬃ2p ðjii þ jjiÞ, and thus has coherence number
nCðρÞ ¼ 2. The lower state is a mixture of the maximally
coherent state ðj0i þ j1i þ j2iÞ= ﬃﬃﬃ3p with weight 1=2 and of
the incoherent-basis states j0i and j2i, each with weight 1=4.
Every pure-state decomposition of the lower state must contain a
superposition of all j0i, j1i, j2i, as it can be verified by
numerically calculating the robustness of three-level coherence
RC2 ≈ 0.0361 [see Eq. (2)] or by using the comparison matrix
criterion of Sec. II C. Hence, although both states exhibit the
same off-diagonal elements, only the lower state has genuine
multilevel coherence, requiring experimental control that is
coherent across multiple levels. This exemplifies the fine-grained
classification of coherence and of experimental capabilities that
studying multilevel coherence provides.
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II. RESULTS
A. Resource theory of multilevel coherence
We generalize the recently formalized resource theory of
coherence [1] to the notion of multilevel coherence. We
remind the reader that the general structure of a resource
theory contains three main ingredients, which we present
below: a set of free states, which do not contain the resource;
a set of free operations, which are quantum operations that
cannot create the resource; and a measure of the resource.
1. Multilevel coherence-free quantum states
Consider a d-dimensional quantum system with Hilbert
space H ≃ Cd, spanned by an orthonormal basis fjiigdi¼1,
with respect to which we measure quantum coherence. The
choice of classical basis is typically fixed to correspond to the
eigenstates of a physically relevant observable like the system
Hamiltonian. Any pure state jψi ∈ H can be written in this
basis as jψi ¼Pdi¼1 cijii, withPdi¼1 jcij2 ¼ 1. The state jψi
exhibits some quantum coherence with respect to the basis
fjiigdi¼1 whenever at least two of the coefficients ci are
nonzero [1]. Themultilevel nature of coherence is revealed by
thenumber of nonzero coefficients ci, the so-called coherence
rank rC [25,33]. We say that a state jψi has coherence rank
rCðjψiÞ ¼ k if exactly k of the coefficients ci are nonzero.
The notion of coherence rank thereby provides a fine-grained
account of the quantum coherence of jψi, as compared to
merely establishing the presence of some coherence.
To generalize multilevel coherence to mixed states ρ ∈
DðHÞ, we define the sets Ck ⊆ DðHÞ with k ∈ f1;…; dg,
given by all probabilistic mixtures of pure density operators
jψihψ j with a coherence rank of at most k,
Ck ≔ convfjψihψ j∶rCðjψiÞ ≤ kg; ð1Þ
where conv stands for “convex hull.” Here, C1 is the set of
fully incoherent states, given by density matrices that are
diagonal in the classical basis, while Cd ≡DðHÞ is the set
of all states. The intermediate sets obey the strict hierarchy,
C1 ⊂ C2 ⊂… ⊂ Cd [see Fig. 1(a)] and are the free states in
the resource theory of multilevel coherence; e.g., Ck is the
set of (kþ 1)-level coherence-free states.
For a general mixed state, one defines the coherence
number nC [36–38], such that a state ρ ∈ DðHÞ has a
coherence number nCðρÞ ¼ k if ρ ∈ Ck and ρ ∉ Ck−1 (for
consistency, we set C0 ¼ ∅). This parallels the notions of
Schmidt number [42] and entanglement depth [43] in
entanglement theory. A state with coherence number
nCðρÞ ¼ k can be decomposed into (at most d2) pure states
with coherence rank of at most k, while every such
decomposition must contain at least one state with coher-
ence rank of at least k. A state with nCðρÞ ¼ k is said to
exhibit genuine k-level coherence, distinguishing it from
states that may display coherence between several pairs of
levels—potentially even between all such pairs—yet can be
prepared as mixtures of pure states with relatively lower-
level coherence; see Fig. 1(b). In an experiment, the
presence of multilevel coherence proves the ability to
coherently manipulate a physical system across many of
its levels, much in the same way that the creation of states
with large entanglement depth provides a certification of
the coherent control over several systems.
Note that a state may, at the same time, display large tout-
court coherence but have vanishing higher-level coherence.
This is the case, for example, for a superposition of d − 1
basis elements, like jψi ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ1=ðd − 1Þp Pdi¼2 jii, which
does not display d-level coherence despite being highly
coherent. On the other hand, a pure state may be arbitrarily
close to one of the elements of the incoherent basis
yet display nonzero genuine multilevel coherence for
all k. This is the case, for example, for the state jϕi ¼ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 − ϵ
p j1i þ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃϵ=ðd − 1Þp Pdi¼2 jii for small ϵ. It should be
clear that the above multilevel classification provides a
much finer description of the coherence properties of
quantum systems but that it is also important to elevate
such a finer qualitative classification to a finer quantitative
description, as we do in the following.
2. Multilevel coherence-free operations
and k-decohering operations
The second ingredient in the resource theory of multilevel
coherence is the set of operations that do not createmultilevel
coherence. A general quantum operation Λ is described by a
linear completely positive and trace-preserving (CPTP) map,
whose action on a stateρ canbewritten asΛðρÞ ¼PiKiρK†i ,
in terms of (nonunique) Kraus operators fKig withP
iK
†
i Ki ¼ I [44]. For any map Λ and any set S of states,
we denote ΛðSÞ ≔ fΛðρÞ∶ρ ∈ Sg. Generalizing the formal-
ism introduced for standard coherence [1–3], we refer to a
CPTP map Λ as a k-coherence-preserving operation if it
cannot increase the coherence level, i.e., ΛðCkÞ ⊆ Ck. An
important subset of these are the k-incoherent operations,
which are all CPTPmaps for which there exists a set of Kraus
operators fKig such that KiρK†i =TrðKiρK†i Þ ∈ Ck for
any ρ ∈ Ck and all i. Note that the (fully) incoherent
operations from the resource theory of coherence correspond
to k ¼ 1. In the Supplemental Material [41], we prove that
fully incoherent operations are also k-incoherent operations
for all k, and we further define the notion of k-decohering
maps as those that destroymultilevel coherence:Anoperation
Λ is k decohering if ΛðDðHÞÞ ⊆ Ck. In particular, we
introduce a family of maps that generalize the fully deco-
hering map Δ½X ¼Pdi¼1 jiihijXjiihij, which is such that
ΔðDðHÞÞ≡ C1.
3. Measure of multilevel coherence
The final ingredient for the resource theory of multilevel
coherence is a well-defined measure. Very few quantifiers
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of such a resource have been suggested, and those that exist
lack a clear operational interpretation [36,38]. Furthermore,
many of the quantifiers of coherence, such as the intuitive l1
norm of coherence, which measures the off-diagonal
contribution to the density matrix, fail to capture the
intricate structure of multilevel coherence, as indicated
in Fig. 1(b). Here, we introduce the robustness of multilevel
coherence (RMC) RCkðρÞ as a bona fide measure that is
directly accessible experimentally and efficient to compute
for any density matrix. The robustness of (kþ 1)-level
coherence can be understood as the minimal amount of
noise that has to be added to a state to destroy all
(kþ 1)-level coherence, defined as
RCkðρÞ ≔ infτ∈DðHÞ

s ≥ 0∶
ρþ sτ
1þ s ∈ Ck

: ð2Þ
This measure generalizes the recently introduced robust-
ness of coherence [8,9] [corresponding to RC1ðρÞ]
to provide full sensitivity to the various levels of multi-
level coherence. As a special case of the general notion of
robustness of a quantum resource [45–52], the quantities
RCk are known to be valid resource-theoretic measures
[1,28], satisfying non-negativity, convexity, and mono-
tonicity on average with respect to stochastic free oper-
ations [8,9,45,46,53]. The latter means for any ρ that
RCkðρÞ ≥
P
ipiRCkðρiÞ for all k-incoherent operations
with Kraus operators fKig such that pi ¼ TrðKiρK†i Þ
and ρi ¼ KiρK†i =pi. Since (fully) incoherent operations
are k incoherent for any k, the RMC also satisfies the strict
monotonicity requirement for coherence measures [1,3];
see Supplemental Material [41].
Crucially, we find that the RMC can be posed as the
solution of a semidefinite program (SDP) optimi-
zation problem [54–56]; see Supplemental Material [41].
A variety of algorithms exist to solve SDPs efficiently [55],
meaning that the RMCmay be computed efficiently for any
k—in stark contrast to the robustness of entanglement
[45,46] where one has to deal with the subtleties of the
characterization of the set of separable states [50]. For an
arbitrary d-dimensional quantum state, we find that
0 ≤ RCkðρÞ ≤
d
k
− 1 ∀ ρ ∈ DðHÞ ð3Þ
since any such state can be deterministically prepared using
only (fully) incoherent operations [3] starting from the
maximally coherent state jψþd i ¼ d−1=2
P
d
i¼1 jii, for which
RCkðρÞ ¼ dk − 1 (see Supplemental Material [41]).
B. Experimental verification and quantification
of multilevel coherence
We apply our theoretic framework to an experiment that
produces four-dimensional quantum states with varying
degrees and levels of coherence using the setup in Fig. 2.
We use heralded single photons at a rate of about 104 Hz,
generated via spontaneous parametric down-conversion in
a β-Barium borate crystal, pumped by a femtosecond
pulsed laser at a wavelength of 410 nm. We encode
quantum information in the polarization and path degrees
of freedom of these photons to prepare four-dimensional
systems [57] with the basis states j0i ¼ jHi1; j1i ¼ jVi1;
j2i ¼ jHi2; j3i ¼ jVi2, where jpim denotes a state of
polarization p in mode m. This dual encoding allows for
high-precision preparation of arbitrary pure quantum states
of any dimension d ≤ 4 with an average fidelity of F ¼
0.997 0.002 and purity of P ¼ 0.995 0.003. An arbi-
trary mixed state ρ can be engineered as a proper mixture,
by preparing the states of a pure-state decomposition of ρ
for appropriate fractions of the total measurement time and
tracing out the classical information about which prepara-
tion was implemented. Using the same technique, we can
also subject the input states to arbitrary forms of noise.
Reversing the preparation stage of the setup allows us to
implement arbitrary sharp projective measurements.
Arbitrary generalized measurements [44] are correspond-
ingly implemented as proper mixtures of a projective
decomposition with an average fidelity of F ¼ 0.997
0.002. By design, our experiment implements one meas-
urement outcome at a time, which achieves superior
precision through the use of a single fiber-coupling
assembly [57], while reducing systematic bias. The whole
experiment is characterized by a quantum process fidelity
of Fp ¼ 0.9956 0.0002, limited by the interferometric
contrast of about 300∶1. The latter is stable over the
relevant timescales of the experiment due to the inherently
HWP
BD
GT
Prepa
ration
Measu
remen
t
APDSPDC
QWP
FIG. 2. Experimental setup for probing multilevel coherence in
systems of dimension d ≤ 4. Pairs of single photons are created
via spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC) in a
β-Barium-borate (BBO) crystal, pumped at a wavelength of
410 nm. The detection of one photon heralds the presence of
the other, which is initialized in a horizontal polarization state by
means of a Glan-Taylor polarizer (GT). A four-level quantum
system is then prepared using polarization encoding in each of the
two spatial modes created by a calcite beam displacer (BD). Three
sets of half-wave plates (HWP) and quarter-wave plates (QWP)
are used to control the amplitude and phase of the generated
states. We prepare noisy maximally coherent states ρðpÞ, Eq. (4),
for several values of p in dimension d ¼ 4, as detailed in (b).
Arbitrary states can be prepared and measured in dimension d ≤ 4
by manipulating only the corresponding subspaces.
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stable interferometric design with common mode noise
rejection for all but the piezo-driven rotational degrees of
freedom of the second beam displacer. All data presented
here were integrated over 20 s for each outcome, which is
also much faster than the observed laser drifts on the order
of hours. The main source of statistical uncertainties thus
comes from the Poisson-distributed counting statistics. This
has been taken into account through Monte Carlo resam-
pling, with 104 runs for tomographic measurements and
105 runs for all other measurements. All experimental data
presented in the figures and text throughout the paper are
based on at least 105 single photon counts and contain 5σ-
equivalent statistical confidence intervals, which are with
high confidence normal distributed unless otherwise stated.
1. Test-bed family of states
To illustrate the phenomenology of multilevel coherence,
we consider a family of noisy maximally coherent states
ρðpÞ ¼ ð1 − pÞ I
d
þ pjψþd ihψþd j; ð4Þ
with p ∈ ½0; 1 and finite dimension d. These states
interpolate between the maximally mixed state I=d
(for p ¼ 0) and the maximally coherent state jψþd i ¼
d−1=2
P
d
i¼1 jii (for p ¼ 1). For this class of states, the
RMC can be evaluated analytically as (see Supplemental
Material [41])
RCkðρðpÞÞ ¼ max

pðd − 1Þ − ðk − 1Þ
k
; 0

: ð5Þ
In particular, this implies that ρðpÞ ∈ Ck for p ≤ ðk −
1=d − 1Þ and ρðpÞ ∉ Ck for p > ðk − 1=d − 1Þ; see
Supplemental Material [41]. The family of noisy maxi-
mally coherent states thus provides the ideal test bed for our
investigation, spanning the full hierarchy of multilevel
coherence (see Fig. 3). Using the setup of Fig. 2, we
engineer noisy maximally coherent states ρðpÞ for d ¼ 4
and a variety of values of p. We then reconstruct the
experimentally prepared states using maximum-likelihood
quantum-state tomography and compute the robustness
coherence for all k by evaluating the corresponding SDP
[see Eq. (S13) of the Supplemental Material [41]]. As
illustrated in Fig. 4, this method produces very reliable
results; however, it requires d2 measurements and is thus
experimentally infeasible already for medium-scale sys-
tems. In the following, we introduce and use multilevel-
coherencewitnesses and other techniques to overcome such
a limitation.
C. Conditions for genuine multilevel coherence
Given a density matrix ρ, we need to decide whether
nCðρÞ ¼ 1, as, by definition, this happens if and only if ρ is
diagonal. While in Sec. II D we show how one can witness
any multilevel coherence through the use of tailored
multilevel-coherence witnesses, in this section we focus
on simple analytical necessary and sufficient criteria for
multilevel coherence. Such criteria also allow us to estab-
lish that all sets Ck, for k ≥ 2, have nonzero volume within
the set of all states.
FIG. 3. Multilevel coherence in four-dimensional noisy max-
imally coherent states. With varying parameter p ∈ ½0; 1, the
coherence number of a four-dimensional, noisy maximally
coherent state ranges from nC(ρðpÞ) ¼ 1 for p ¼ 0, to
nC(ρðpÞ) ¼ 2 for p ∈0; 13 (blue region), nC(ρðpÞ) ¼ 3 for p ∈
 1
3
; 2
3
 (orange region), and nC(ρðpÞ) ¼ 4 for p ∈ 23 ; 1 (green
region). We use this color scheme throughout the paper to
represent the three nontrivial levels of coherence in a four-
dimensional system. On the right, we show examples of ideal
density matrices for p ¼ 1 (top), p ¼ 1=2 (middle), and p ¼ 0
(bottom).
FIG. 4. Measuring multilevel coherence. The plot shows ex-
perimentally measured robustness of (kþ 1)-level coherence for
a four-dimensional, noisy maximally coherent state ρðpÞ as a
function of p ∈ ½0; 1. The solid lines represent the theory
predictions from Eq. (5), and the shaded areas indicate the
regions where multilevel coherence for k ¼ 1 (blue), k ¼ 2
(orange), k ¼ 3 (green) can be observed. The open squares
correspond to the robustness of (kþ 1)-level coherence estimated
from SDP in Eq. (11) applied to the experimentally reconstructed
density matrices. The 5σ statistical confidence regions obtained
from Monte Carlo resampling are on the order of 10−3 for p and
on the order of 10−2 for the RMC. These are smaller than the
symbol size and thus not shown. The data points with error bars
correspond to the absolute values of the negative expectation
values ofWkðψþ4 Þ in Eq. (9), which provide a lower bound on the
RMC.
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1. Necessary and sufficient criteria for coherence
beyond two levels
Given a d × d matrix A, the associated comparison
matrix is defined as (see Definition 2.5.10 of Ref. [58])
MðAÞij ¼
 jAiij if i ¼ j
−jAijj if i ≠ j:
ð6Þ
We refer the reader to Sec. 2.5 of Ref. [58] for more details
on the many properties of this construction. We now
present our result on the full characterization of the set
C2 in arbitrary dimensions, whose proof is given in the
Supplemental Material [41].
Theorem 1. A density matrix ρ is such that nCðρÞ ≤ 2
if and only if MðρÞ ≥ 0 in the sense of positive semi-
definiteness.
An easy corollary of the above result is a simple rule to
completely classify qutrit states according to their coher-
ence number. Namely, a qutrit state ρ has coherence
number at most 2 if detMðρÞ ≥ 0, and 3 otherwise [41].
2. Necessary conditions for multilevel coherence
As indicated in Fig. 1(a), the set of fully incoherent states
C1 has zero volume within DðHÞ [9]. This has the
important consequence that a state generated randomly
will practically never be fully incoherent and that arbitrarily
small perturbations applied to a fully incoherent state will
create coherence [59]. In other words, under realistic
experimental conditions, one cannot prepare or verify a
fully incoherent state. In contrast, we show in the
Supplemental Material [41] that the sets Ck are always
of nonzero volume for any k ≥ 2, and we thus present a rich
and experimentally meaningful hierarchy within DðHÞ, as
shown in Fig. 1(a).
Specifically, we have that, if a state ρ satisfies
ρ ≥
d − k
d − 1
ΔðρÞ; ð7Þ
with Δ the fully decohering map, then ρ ∈ Ck.
Furthermore, a corollary of Theorem 1 is that if a state
ρ satisfies
Trðρ2Þ ≤ 1
d − 1
; ð8Þ
then such a state cannot have multilevel coherence; i.e.,
ρ ∈ C2 for any reference basis. Observe that the condition
(8) is equivalent to being close enough to the maximally
mixed state I=d [41] and that the upper bound in Eq. (8) is
tight, as it is achieved by states at the boundary of the set of
density matrices, e.g., by ρ ¼ ðI − jψihψ jÞ=ðd − 1Þ, with
jψi any arbitrary pure state [41]. This corollary can be
considered the correspondent in coherence theory of the
celebrated fact, in entanglement theory, that there is a ball
of (fully) separable states surrounding the maximally mixed
state [60–62].
D. Witnessing multilevel coherence
In analogy to the parallel concept for quantum entangle-
ment, we introduce an efficient alternative to the tomo-
graphic approach: multilevel coherence witnesses. In the
following, we denote by λminðXÞ and λmaxðXÞ the smallest
and largest eigenvalues of a Hermitian operator or matrix
X ¼ X†, respectively.
Since the sets Ck are convex, for any ρ ∉ Ck there exists
a (kþ 1)-level coherence witnessW such that TrðWρÞ < 0
and TrðWσÞ ≥ 0 for all σ ∈ Ck [63]. A negative expectation
value forW thus certifies the (kþ 1)-level coherence of ρ in
a single measurement.
Given any pure state jψi ¼Pdi¼1 cijii ∈ H, one can
construct a (kþ 1)-level coherence witness as
WkðψÞ ¼ I −
1P
k
i¼1 jc↓i j2
jψihψ j; ð9Þ
where c↓i are the coefficients ci rearranged into non-
increasing modulus order. This construction ensures
that hϕjWjϕi ≥ 0 for all jϕi with rCðϕÞ ≤ k since
maxrCðϕÞ≤kjhϕjψij2 ¼
P
k
i¼1 jc↓i j2 [41]. On the other hand,
it is clear thatWkðψÞ always reveals the kþ 1 coherence of
jψi if present since hψ jWkðψÞjψi¼1−ð
P
k
i¼1 jc↓i j2Þ−1,
which is negative if jψihψ j ∉ Ck. For themaximally coherent
state jψþd i, we then find Wkðψþd Þ ¼ I − dk jψþd ihψþd j.
More generally, the set Ck of (kþ 1)-level coherence
witnesses is obtained as the dual of the set Ck and is
characterized by the following theorem, proved in the
Supplemental Material [41].
Theorem 2. A self-adjoint operator W is in Ck if and
only if
PIWPI ≥ 0 ∀ I ∈ Pk; ð10Þ
where Pk is the set of all the k-element subsets of
f1; 2;…; dg, and PI ≔
P
i∈Ijiihij.
Hence, verifying that a given self-adjoint operatorW is a
(kþ 1)-level coherence witness requires verifying the
positive semidefiniteness of all (k × k)-dimensional prin-
cipal submatrices of the matrix representation of W with
respect to the classical basis.
We observe that, while nontrivial multilevel-coherence
witnesses necessarily have negative eigenvalues, the num-
ber of such negative eigenvalues is severely constrained
[41]. In particular, we have the following observation.
Observation 1. A (kþ 1)-level coherence witness
Wk ∈ C⋆k has at most d − k negative eigenvalues.
All the eigenvalues are bounded from below by
−ðd − k=kÞλmaxðWkÞ.
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It is worth remarking that the eigenvector corresponding
to the single negative eigenvalue of a d-level-coherence
witness (that is, k ¼ d − 1) must itself exhibit d-level
coherence.
The characterization of multilevel-coherence witnesses
of Theorem 2 finds explicit application in the dual form of
the SDP formulation of the RMC [54]. In the case of RMC,
strong duality holds, which means that the primal and dual
forms of the problem are equivalent, with the latter given by
RCkðρÞ ¼ max −TrðρWÞ
s:t: PIWPI ≥ 0 ∀ I ∈ Pk
W ≤ I:
ð11Þ
Hence, while a lower bound on RCkðρÞ can be obtained
from the negative expectation value of any observable
W ∈ C⋆k such that W ≤ I, the dual SDP for the RMC
actually computes an optimal (kþ 1)-level coherence wit-
ness whose expectation value matches RCkðρÞ.
For the family of noisy maximally coherent states ρðpÞ,
the witness Wkðψþd Þ of Eq. (9) turns out to be optimal,
independently of the noise parameter p, and we calculate
TrðWkðψþd ÞρðpÞÞ ¼ ð1=kÞ½ðk − 1Þ − pðd − 1Þ. Figure 4
shows the absolute value of the experimentally obtained
(negative) expectation values of Wkðψþ4 Þ for a range of
values of p. This demonstrates that multilevel coherence
can be quantitatively witnessed in the laboratory using only
a single measurement. Experimentally, however, imple-
menting the optimal witness requires a projection onto a
maximally coherent state, which is very sensitive to noise.
Indeed, in our experiment, we observe a small degree of
beam steering by the wave plates, leading to phase
uncertainty between the basis states j0; 1i and j2; 3i. As
a consequence, the witness becomes suboptimal and only
provides a lower bound on the RMC of the experimental
state. In contrast, our results show that the larger number of
measurements in the tomographic approach and the asso-
ciated maximum likelihood reconstruction add resilience to
experimental imperfections.
E. Bounding multilevel coherence
In practice, one might often not be able to perform full
tomography on a system or measure the optimal witness.
Remarkably, one can obtain a lower bound on the RMC of
an experimentally prepared state ρ from any set of
experimental data. Specifically, the SDP in Eq. (S16) in
the Supplemental Material [41] computes the minimal
RMC of a state τ ∈ DðHÞ that is consistent with a set
of measured expectation values oi ¼ TrðOiρÞ for n observ-
ables fOigni¼1 to within experimental uncertainty. This is
particularly appealing when one has already performed a
set of (well-characterized) measurements and wishes to
use these to estimate the multilevel coherence of the input
state. Note that d2 − 1 linearly independent observables
(assuming vanishingly small errors and not including the
identity, which accounts for normalization) are sufficient to
uniquely determine the state, in which case we could use
the original SDP, Eq. (11). A similar approach can, in
principle, be used to bound other quantum properties, like
entanglement, from limited data [64], also via the use of
SDPs [65]. In the case of entanglement, one still has to deal
with the fact that the separability condition is not a simple
SDP constraint, which is relevant even in the case of
complete information: So, in general, the obstacle con-
stituted by lack of information combines with the obstacle
of the difficulty of entanglement detection.
We experimentally estimate the lower bounds from
Eq. (S16) in the Supplemental Material [41] for an
increasing number of randomly chosen observables Oi,
measured on a four-dimensional maximally coherent state
and on a noisy maximally coherent state with p ¼
0.8874 0.0007 (see Fig. 5). The results show that our
lower bounds become nontrivial already for a small number
of observables and converge to a suboptimal yet highly
informative value. The remaining gap of about 5% between
these bounds and the tomographically estimated RMC
is due to our conservative 5σ error bounds and could
be improved by incorporating maximum-likelihood or
Bayesian estimation techniques (see Supplemental
Material [41] for details). We also find that the number
of measurements required for nontrivial bounds increases
slowly with the coherence level, and the bounds saturate
more quickly for states with more coherence.
We further describe how any single observable O may
provide a lower bound to the RMC [41]. Consider witnesses
of the formW ¼ αI þ βO, with α, β real coefficients, which
FIG. 5. Bounding multilevel coherence from arbitrary mea-
surements. The blue, orange, and green solid lines correspond to
the experimental lower bound on the robustness of multilevel
coherence for k ¼ 2, 3, 4, respectively, for a maximally coherent
state jψþ4 i, while the grey solid lines are the theory prediction.
These bounds are obtained from the SDP in Eq. (S16) in the
Supplemental Material [41] for an increasing number of ran-
domly chosen projective measurements, taking into account 5σ
statistical uncertainties. The colored dashed lines correspond to
the lower bounds for the noisy maximally coherent state
ρð0.8874 0.0007Þ using the same observables, with the grey
dashed line being the theory prediction for this state.
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then give a lower bound to the RMC via Eq. (11). Define
the k-coherence numerical range of O as the interval
NRCkðOÞ ¼ fTrðOσCkÞ∶σ ∈ Ckg (the case k ¼ d − 1 was
studied in [66,67]) and define its extreme points λminCk ðOÞ¼
minNRCkðOÞ and λmaxCk ðOÞ¼maxNRCkðOÞ. Notice that
λminCk ðOÞ ¼ minrCðjψiÞ≤khψ jOjψi ¼ minI∈PkλminðPIOPIÞ
[similarly for λmaxCk ðOÞ]. Notice also that NRCdðOÞ is the
standard numerical range of O, and λminCd ðOÞ ¼ λminðOÞ
(similarly for the maximal values). In general, NRCkðOÞ ⊆
NRCk0 ðOÞ for k ≤ k0. If TrðOρÞ ∈ NRCkðOÞ, that is, if
λminCk ðOÞ ≤ TrðOρÞ ≤ λmaxCk ðOÞ, then the expectation value
ofO is compatiblewith ρ being inCk, andwe do not gain any
information on RCkðρÞ. If instead TrðOρÞ > λmaxCk ðOÞ or
TrðOρÞ < λminCk ðOÞ, the following bound is nontrivial:
RCkðρÞ≥max

0;
TrðOρÞ−λmaxCk ðOÞ
λmaxCk ðOÞ−λminðOÞ
;
λminCk ðOÞ−TrðOρÞ
λmaxðOÞ−λminCk ðOÞ

:
ð12Þ
Notice that the lower bound is monotonically nonincreasing
with k.
F. Multilevel coherence as a resource for
quantum-enhanced phase discrimination
To demonstrate the operational significance of multilevel
coherence, we show that it is the key resource for the
following task, illustrated in Fig. 6(a). Suppose that a
physical device can apply one of n possible quantum
operations fΛmgnm¼1 to a quantum state ρ, according to
the known prior probability distribution fpmgnm¼1. The
output state is then subject to a single generalized meas-
urement with elements fMmgnm¼1 satisfying Mm ≥ 0 andP
n
m¼1Mm ¼ I. Our objective is to infer the label m of the
quantum operation that was applied.
We now consider a special case of these tasks, known
as phase discrimination, which is an important primitive
in quantum information processing, featured in optimal
cloning, dense coding, and error correction protocols
[39,68–70]. Here, the operations imprint a phase on the
state through the transformation UϕmðρÞ ≔ UϕmρU†ϕm ,
where Uϕm ≔ expð−iHϕmÞ is generated by the Hami-
ltonian H ¼Pd−1j¼0 jjjihjj. The probability of success for
inferring the label m in the task specified by Θ ¼
fðpm;ϕmÞgnm¼1 is then
pΘsuccðρÞ ≔
Xn
m¼1
pmTr(UϕmðρÞMm): ð13Þ
Since the Hamiltonian is diagonal in the classical basis and
leaves fully incoherent states invariant, the strategy that
maximizes pΘsucc while at the same time only making use of
incoherent states is to guess the most likely label, that is, to
take Mm ¼ Iδm;mmax , succeeding with probability pΘmax ≔
pmmax ¼ maxfpmgnm¼1. On the other hand, a probe state ρ
FIG. 6. Semi-device-independent witnessing of multilevel coherence. (a) A d-dimensional probe state ρ is sent into a black box, which
imprints one of n phases fϕmgnm¼1 onto the state at random according to the prior probability distribution fpmgnm¼1. To infer the indexm
of the imprinted phase, the state is then subjected to a single generalized measurement with elements fMmgnm¼1, yielding outcome m0.
This strategy succeeds, i.e.,m0 ¼ m, with probability pΘsuccðρÞ, given by Eq. (13), which exceeds the optimal classical success probability
pmax ≔ maxfpmgnm¼1 by a factor greater than k only when (kþ 1)-level coherence is present in the initial state ρ. Since evaluating the
probability of success can be done without any information about the measurement device, based only on the assumption that incoherent
states are unchanged by the black box, this scheme provides a semi-device-independent method to witness and estimate the robustness of
multilevel coherence in the probe. (b) The experimentally measured bounds on the robustness of (kþ 1)-level coherence from the
performance of noisy maximally coherent states ρðpÞ in the phase discrimination task Θ˜, as a function of p ∈ ½0; 1. Plot as in Fig. 4,
where solid lines represent the theory predictions, and open squares are the measured RMC from quantum-state tomography for
comparison. The filled circles (higher) correspond to the semi-device-independent witness as discussed in the text, under the assumption
that the application of the phases leaves incoherent states invariant. An upside-down triangle (lower) corresponds to each filled circle,
which represents the conservative estimate of multilevel coherence obtained from the phase discrimination task by taking into account
experimental imperfections in the implementation of the unitaries (see Supplemental Material [41] for details). The gray lines
connecting circles and the corresponding triangles serve as a visual aid. For all data, 5σ statistical confidence regions obtained from
Monte Carlo resampling are on the order of 10−3 for p and on the order of 10−2 for the RMC.
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with nonzero coherence can outperform this strategy [8,9].
Here, we find that genuine (kþ 1)-level coherence is
necessary for pΘsuccðρÞ to achieve a better than k-fold
enhancement over pΘmax in any phase discrimination task θ.
Theorem 3. For any phase discrimination task Θ and
any probe state ρ,
pΘsuccðρÞ
pΘmax
≤ k(1þ RCkðρÞ): ð14Þ
This theorem is proved in the Supplemental Material
[41], where we also show that for the specific task Θ˜ ¼
f½ð1=dÞ; ð2πm=dÞgdm¼1 of discriminating d uniformly dis-
tributed phases and for a noisy maximally coherent probe,
the bound in Eq. (14) becomes tight. This demonstrates the
key role of genuine multilevel coherence as a necessary
ingredient for quantum-enhanced phase discrimination,
unveiling a hierarchical resource structure that goes signifi-
cantly beyond previous studies that were only concerned
with the coarse-grained description of coherence [8,9].
Note that this provides an operational significance to the
robustness of multilevel coherence in addition to its
operational significance in terms of resilience of noise,
which in turn can be thought of also in geometric terms.
1. Semi-device-independent witnessing
of multilevel coherence
An important consequence of Eq. (14) is that whenever
pΘsuccðρÞ=pΘmax > k, the probe state ρ must have (kþ 1)-
level coherence. Consequently, the performance of an
unknown state ρ in any phase discrimination task Θ
provides a witness of genuine multilevel quantum coher-
ence. We remark that the success probability for an
arbitrary quantum state can be evaluated without any
knowledge of the devices used—neither the one imprinting
the phase nor the final measurement. Evaluating the witness
only relies on the fact that pΘsuccðρÞ ≤ pΘmax for any ρ ∈ C1,
which in turn relies on UϕmðρÞ ¼ ρ for any ρ ∈ C1. In other
words, under the condition that no information is imprinted
on incoherent states, the witness can be evaluated without
any additional knowledge of the devices used. We conclude
that phase discrimination, as demonstrated in this paper, is a
semi-device-independent approach to measure multilevel
coherence as quantified by the RMC.
Figure 6 shows our experimental results for semi-device-
independent witnessing of multilevel coherence using the
phase discrimination task Θ˜ for a range of noisy maximally
coherent states, also taking into account experimental
imperfections when it comes to the hypothesis UϕmðρÞ ¼
ρ for any ρ ∈ C1 (see Supplemental Material [41]). As with
any witnessing approach, this method, in general, only
provides lower bounds on the RMC, yet in contrast to the
optimal multilevel witness measured in Fig. 4, the present
approach does not rely on any knowledge of the measure-
ments used.
III. DISCUSSION
The study of genuine multilevel coherence is pivotal, not
only for fundamental questions but also for applications
ranging from transfer phenomena in many-body and
complex systems to quantum technologies, including
quantum metrology and quantum communication. In par-
ticular, for verifying that a quantum device is working in a
nonclassical regime, it is crucial to certify and quantify
multilevel coherence with as few assumptions as possible.
Our metrological approach satisfies these criteria by mak-
ing it possible to verify the preparation of large super-
positions and discriminate between them, using only the
ability to apply phase transformations that leave incoherent
states (approximately) invariant. The goal of the phase-
discrimination task we consider is to distinguish a finite
number of phases in a single-shot scenario, and the figure
of merit we adopt is the probability of success of correctly
identifying the phase imprinted onto the input state. In
particular, given our figure of merit, there is no notion of
“closeness” of the guess to the actual phase. In contrast, in
sensing applications, the task is often to measure an
unknown phase with high precision [71], a task we refer
to as “phase estimation.” For the latter, the figure of merit is
the uncertainty of the estimate, and superpositions of the
kind ðj1i þ jdiÞ= ﬃﬃﬃ2p , that is, involving eigenstates of the
observable that correspond to the largest gap in eigenval-
ues, can be argued to be optimal [72]. When dealing with
phase estimation, the relevant notion is that of unspeakable
coherence (or asymmetry) [4], and which eigenstates are
superposed is very important. On the other hand, for the
kind of phase-discrimination task we consider, genuine
multilevel coherence of a state like ðj1i þ j2i þ    þ
jdiÞ= ﬃﬃﬃdp plays a key role. While it was already known
that such a maximally coherent state provides the best
performance in discriminating equally spaced phases [73],
here we find that the robustness of multilevel coherence of a
generic mixed state captures its usefulness in a generic
phase discrimination task. This allows us to reverse the
argument and use such usefulness to certify multilevel
coherence in a semi-device-independent way.
Our analysis of coherence rank and number, multilevel
coherence witnesses, and robustness uses and adapts
notions originally studied in the context of entanglement
theory [28] and hence provides further parallels between
the resource theories of quantum coherence and entangle-
ment, whose interplay is attracting substantial interest [1].
However, a notable difference between the two that we
find, emphasize, and exploit is that multilevel coherence,
unlike entanglement, can be characterized and quantified
via semidefinite programming rather than general convex
optimization [50]. This highlights multilevel coherence as a
powerful, yet experimentally accessible quantum resource.
Remarkably, we show that is it possible to use the notion
of the comparison matrix to devise a test that faithfully
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detects genuine three-level coherence and above. We
expect such a result to find widespread application in
the study of coherence, both theoretically and experimen-
tally. As two immediate applications, we were able to
provide a full analytical classification of multilevel coher-
ence for a qutrit, as well as to prove the existence of a ball
(actually, the largest possible one, in the Hilbert-Schmidt
norm) around the maximally mixed state that contains
states that do not exhibit genuine multilevel coherence.
This parallels the celebrated result, in entanglement theory,
that there is a ball of fully separable states around the
maximally mixed state of a multipartite system, and it
explicitly shows that generating genuine multilevel coher-
ence is a nontrivial experimental task.
It is worth remarking that a number of our results
also apply in the case of infinite-dimensional systems,
such as a harmonic oscillator or quantized field. Indeed,
one can always consider, e.g., the quantum (multilevel)
coherence exhibited by a system among a subset of states of
the incoherent basis, which then provides a bound on the
(multilevel) coherence in the entire Hilbert space of the
system.
Finally, our work triggers several questions to stimulate
further research. These include conceptual questions
regarding the exact (geometric) structure and volume of
the sets Ck, and how sets Ck and C0l defined with respect to
different classical bases intersect, the best further use of
tools like the comparison matrix to detect and quantify
multilevel coherence, or general purity-based bounds on
multilevel coherence. From a more practical point of view,
a natural question is how to best choose a finite set of
observables to estimate the multilevel coherence of the state
of a system, for example, via the SDP in the Supplemental
Material [41]. This is particularly important when one has
limited access to the system under observation, as in a
biological setting [30,74,75]. Independently of the particu-
lar choice of observables, our work provides a plethora of
readily applicable tools to facilitate the detection, classi-
fication, and quantitative estimation of quantum coherence
phenomena in systems of potentially large complexity with
minimum assumptions, paving the way towards a deeper
understanding of their functional role. Further theoretical
investigation and experimental progress along these lines
may lead to fascinating insights and advances in other
branches of science where the detection and exploitation of
(multilevel) quantum coherence is or can be of interest.
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